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Arizona -(Ammoland.com)- Todd Orr is the survivor of a double mauling by a grizzly bear on 1
October, 2016. When the bear charged him, he used bear spray in an attempt to stop the attack. It
did not work. Todd was taught that bear spray was superior to pistols for stopping charging bears. He
took the use of bear spray seriously, kept an up to date can of spray in a holster, and had practiced
quick drawing the spray and using it. He had used bear spray on a black bear twelve years
previously.
In that instance he surprised the sleeping black bear from about 30 feet away. The bear came at him,
and he was able to deploy bear spray from about 10 feet, directly into the bear's face. The bear
instantly turned and ran off. He never saw that black bear again.
His frame of mind was that “Statistics from recorded bear attacks show that bear spray is more
effective than a gun at stopping a bear charge.”
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I met Todd at the 2018 shot show in Las Vegas. I was impressed. Todd appeared to have healed well.
He is an outdoors professional, an obviously skilled woodsman and shooter. He is intelligent,
thoughtful and articulate. He is an accomplished pistol shot, having harvested 28 elk with a pistol. He
is a custom knife maker and has been an active reloader of his own ammunition for most of his life.
Todd was carrying a 10 mm Rock Island pistol with a six inch barrel and a 2×7 Burris variable
handgun scope in a chest holster when he was attacked by the grizzly.
The 10 mm has shown itself to be a good bear stopper. The scope was in a custom mount made by
Todd, that allows use of the open sights under the scope. Todd's 10 mm was being carried as a
hunting gun, not as a defensive tool for bears.
It is axiomatic that under stress, people fall to the level of their training. This is exactly what Todd did.
He carried bear spray with him as part of his job. He had attended a number of official bear
identification and bear spray use classes over the years, as part of his work with the forest service.
His work rules precluded the carry of a pistol. He had trained to quick draw the bear spray. Authorities
higher in the organization had emphasized the effectiveness of bear spray.
Todd did as he was trained. He said he never thought of drawing the pistol to stop the attack.
Todd was seriously mauled. As he was self-evacuating, he was attacked again. He had a spare can
of bear spray in his hand, but the surprise second attack offered no opportunity to use it. During the
attack, his holster was ripped from his body, so he could not access his pistol.
Todd survived, recovered, and is getting on with his life. It could have been worse, or it could have
been better.
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Todd Orr relied on bear spray instead of his pistol.

Todd had been given bad information. Bear spray has *not* been shown to be more effective at
stopping grizzly bear charges than guns. No such study has ever been conducted. The claims to that
effect are junk science. I examined those claims in another article. They are made by people who
compare two different studies with very different criteria for selection of the bear encounter incidents.
The firearms study involves incidents with aggressive bears where a high proportion of the incidents
ended with people being injured. The authors have not released their data, but admit to a strong
selection bias. That study is: Efficacy of firearms for bear deterrence in Alaska by Tom S. Smith,
Stephen Herrero, and others, from 2012.There were only 269 incidents chosen. Many were during
hunting situations where the bear was already wounded. From the study:

First, because bear-inflicted injuries are closely covered by the media, we likely did not miss
many records where people were injured. Therefore, even if more incidents had been made
available through the Alaska DLP database, we anticipate that these would have contributed
few, if any, additional human injuries. Second, including more DLP records would have
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increased the number of bears killed by firearms. Finally, additional records would have likely
improved firearm success rates from those reported here, but to what extent is unknown.
The strong selection bias was in favor of incidents where human injuries had occurred. A previous
study with CHARACTERISTICS OF NONSPORT MORTALITIES TO BROWN AND BLACK BEARS
AND HUMAN INJURIES FROM BEARS IN ALASKA, done in 1999, considered 2,000 incidents in
Alaska where bears were killed in defense of life and property (the DLP records mentioned above). In
that study, only two percent of the incidents resulted in injuries to humans. That study also has a
selection bias, as only incidents in which the bear was killed are recorded in the database used.
The bear spray study compared to the firearms study was also done by Tom S. Smith, in 2008. The
selection process for the incidents used was significantly different. Efficacy of Bear Deterrent Spray in
Alaska examined 83 incidents with bears, humans, and bear spray. It is not clear how the incidents
were chosen. Most involve incidents where the bear was merely curious or seeking food, but was not
aggressive. From Dave Smith, a prominent author on how to avoid bear attacks:
Fact check: Efficacy of Bear Deterrent Spray in Alaska (2008) shows bear spray was 3 for 9
vs. charging grizzlies when people had time to use their spray. The study did not include data
on incidents when people did not have time to use their spray or the “success” rate for bear
spray would be lower.
Fifty of 72 incidents involved bears that were acting curious or seeking garbage or food before
being sprayed. It is unethical and moronic to compare the results of the Alaska bear spray
study to the results of the Alaska firearms study, which examined 269 carefully selected
incidents involving gun use during “bear attacks.”
Using the tiny numbers found by Dave Smith, from the Bear Spray in Alaska study, the spray was
only 33% effective in stopping charging grizzly bears. Such small numbers are not sufficient for good
statistics, but they are what is available.
Comparing a study that deliberately selects incidents where people were injured (the Firearms study)
to a study where fifty of 72 incidents involved non-aggressive bears (the Bear Spray study) is junk
science.
Bear spray has its uses. It is a valid option for people who are not comfortable with firearms or who
do not wish to carry a firearm. It is better than nothing in places were firearms are prohibited or for
people who are forbidden from carrying firearms.
A claim is often made that pistols are ineffective in stopping bear attacks. The best information we
have is that pistols are very effective in stopping attacks. A number of hypothetical situations are
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often cited without any empirical evidence. Spray proponents claim pistols do not have enough
power, are too difficult to use, or are not accurate enough.
I and associates found 28 incidents where handguns were used to defend against bear attacks. In
only one of those incidents did use of the pistol fail to stop the attack. Sometimes people were injured
before the pistol was used; that situation would be common to the use of both pistols and bear spray.
All of the incidents and links to the sources are detailed in this article. We have since found six more
incidents that are being researched and evaluated. If included, they change the percentage of
successful defenses very little. The inclusion of the newly found instances would only change the
effectiveness from 96% to 97%.
The 96% effective rate compares favorably to the 84% effective rate for pistols in the 2012 Efficacy of
Firearms study, previously cited. In that study, the authors report they included 37 instances of a
handgun being present when a bear attacked a human. The instances collected were from 1883 to
2009. They recorded 6 failures to stop the attack out of the 37 instances. That is an 84% success
rate. Pistol and ammunition technology have greatly improved since 1883.
Only four of the 28 incidents I and associates found, might have been included in the 37 instances
that Smith reported in the Firearms study. None of the people in those four incidents were injured.
The range of dates in the pistol bear defense article is from 1987 to 2017. They are heavily biased
toward the present.
Using the criteria in Efficacy of Firearms study, of a handgun being present during a bear attack, Todd
Orr's attack would have been counted as an instance of a handgun failure to stop the attack, even
though there was no attempt to use the handgun during the attack.
In the article on the efficacy of bear spray, instances where bear spray was not used, even though
present, were not counted. It is not clear if they were collected.
Todd Orr was a perfect candidate to successfully use a pistol to stop the attack by the grizzly that
mauled him. He had ample opportunity to draw the pistol and prepare for the attack if he had not
been trained to choose bear spray as the first, best, tool for the job.
Todd has since acquired a Smith & Wesson L frame model 69, stainless, five shot .44 magnum
revolver. He carries both it and bear spray when feasible. It is handier and more powerful than his
scope mounted 10 mm. More options are better. I hope Todd never has to use either option on
another charging grizzly.
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The .44 magnum revolver has been an effective stopper of grizzly bear attacks in the incidents we
have collected. The combination did not fail in any of the 11 documented attacks where they were
used as a defense against bears.
In collecting the pistol defense attacks, we included all attacks where a pistol was used or attempted
to be used, to defend against a bear, that we could find. Todd's case is not included because he never
attempted to use the pistol as a defensive tool.
©2018 by Dean Weingarten: Permission to share is granted when this notice is included.
Link to Gun Watch
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Tsabar Erem says:
March 12, 2018 at 12:11 AM

excellent research and article , Dean. Thank you. I greatly enjoy professionalism when I detect it.
Here we did.
Reply
Love It! says:
February 21, 2018 at 6:20 PM

Haha- If you believe this, your crazy. Way to push an agenda Dean. It is fine to like your gun but to
lie is just silly. To bring Dave Smith into this, even better. Such credibility. LOL
Don’t listen to the Dr. from BYU. Listen to the gunslinger author… Makes sense.
This article is the junk science.
SMH
Reply
Badger Jack says:
February 18, 2018 at 10:53 AM

I remember a study done in the mid-late 70s’ about bear “attacks” and several turned out to be
prople getting too close to cubs ON PURPOSE.
A few were attributed to women being in bear country while they were having their “period”.
To a bear, that smell of a human, and a bear in heat, are close enough to “rile” up a bear, and
guess what hapens when it finds the quary…?
Reply
James Higginbotham says:
February 15, 2018 at 11:55 PM

this reminds me of some years back they were telling people to wear BELLS LOL.
myself the heck with all that BELLS, AND SPRAY CRAP.
i always carry a pistol as my FIRST, AND LAST DEFENSE WHEN HIKING OR HUNTING,
BECAUSE A HANDGUN YOU CAN GET INTO ACTION QUICKER THAN A RIFLE in a situation
like a Bear attack.
i NEVER listen to SELF APPOINTED EXPERTS.
I’ve shot bears and i KNOW what works FOR ME.
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Reply
tomcat says:
February 15, 2018 at 6:29 PM

I’ve never had experience with bears but a spray seems to me akin to taking a knife to a gun fight.
Reply
Matt in Oklahoma says:
February 15, 2018 at 8:35 AM

Bear spray is the minimum, Handguns are a step up and Long guns are what should be used but
none are 100%. Some days your the bug and not the windshield. Glad he is ok
Reply
Ross Campbell says:
February 15, 2018 at 8:30 AM

Throw all bear spray out.carry a sufficient firearm, and an air horn.The manufacturer of bear spray
need to field test themselves before profiting.
Reply
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